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Author’s abstract

Psychiatrists diagnose mental illness in patients against a climate of opinion in which the value of diagnosis is questioned and non-medical formulations of the problems of psychiatric patients are put forward. Nevertheless the classic diagnostic terminology shows no sign of disappearing. The patients may find that a psychiatric diagnostic label is a stigma and has bad consequences. They may also object to standard methods of treatment. Given this situation the right of the patient to a full explanation of the diagnosis and the rationale of the treatment offered seems to be incontrovertible. If this information were given to patients it would, in addition, help them to make sense out of their often puzzling experiences and indicate that fellow sufferers existed.

The title of this paper is plagiarised from Walter Reich’s chapter of the same name in Psychiatric Ethics (1). His discussion concentrates on the ethical effects of misdiagnosis and the consequent exposure of persons so diagnosed to ‘the harmful effects of diagnosis’. These effects, according to Reich ‘include not only the loss of personal freedom and the subjection to noxious psychiatric environments and treatments, but also the possibility of life-long labelling (2, 3, 4) as well as a variety of legal and social disadvantages ranging from declarations of non-responsibility in family and financial affairs to, under the most extreme circumstance, the deprivation of life’ (5).

After reading this list it seems at least arguable that the harmful effects of diagnosis on those who are correctly diagnosed, such effects being largely due to institutionalised attitudes and not intrinsic to any postulated disease process, do in themselves pose certain ethical problems. This is not to say that these attitudes may not be capable of some justification. It is, however, hard to think of any diagnosis of physical illness that brings with it such stigmata as Reich lists. The newly-diagnosed mentally ill patient is in the position of the royal baby at the christening: the good fairy is there with her blessings and the bad fairy with her curses. What has the good fairy got to offer on this occasion? At her best she can offer the patient some understanding of the condition and treatment both short and long-term that will alleviate the patient’s suffering and bring about, in some cases, a cure or a change of heart. But she cannot do much to reduce the stigma that can accompany the former mental patient through life and is particularly crippling in the area of employment. The proximity of the bad fairy at the christening may well make both the undiagnosed mentally ill person, let alone many who have gone through this ritual, wonder whether the good effects of submission to the process outweigh the harmful effects in all or most cases.

Some of these considerations are crucial to the anti-psychiatry movement. Much of the argument is devoted to an analysis of the harmful effects of institutionalised psychiatry (6), and much else to the beneficial effects of alternatives to conventional methods of treatment (7). What is not usually denied is that the phenomena whose presence were responsible for the diagnosis should be cause for concern.

The anti-psychiatry movement tends to argue that the process of diagnosis should be abolished altogether. Anthony Clare has made a brilliant and convincing defence of the practice in his Psychiatry in Dissent (8). He argues that no clinician can work in the absence of general concepts and laws. The attempt to see every individual and case as unique makes for zero understanding in the absence of a framework. Clare gives a detailed and fascinating exposition of the practice of psychiatric diagnosis. His general arguments apply even where therapists prefer to use a non-medical model: an acceptable formulation of the problem has to exist that is comprehensible to client, therapist, and colleague alike. (It is intriguing in this connection to see to what extent the literature of anti-psychiatry does use in its argument the much-maligned classical diagnostic categories.)

If diagnosis or assessment is not abolished one task of the clinician is to maximise the good and minimise the bad effects that accrue to the patients as a result of the procedure. The most evident immediate effects of diagnosis to the patient who is hospitalised come under Reich’s heading of exclusion and dehumanisation (9). The autobiographical literature underlines the fact that
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most patients need reassurance and human contact in the traumatic drama of entry to hospital (10). But Goffman has shown us that the institutional roles offered to patients in this situation tend to be limited (11). Some obvious ones are those of 'good' and 'bad' patient, naughty child, etc. These roles emphasise dependency and play down the responsible adult part of the patient.

Another way of doing this and colluding with what Reich calls the Catch 22 quality of psychiatric diagnosis (‘Perhaps the most remarkable property of diagnosis, and sometimes, for the diagnosed patient, the most enraging, is its capacity for inevitable self-confirmation' (12)) is to neglect to give the patient information about the diagnosis that is couched in terms that are intelligible to him or her. Without such knowledge the patient cannot challenge, question, or agree with the way his or her problem is conceptualised. There may inevitably be times when the patient is too disturbed or confused to understand but it is only too easy for the ‘set’ of the caretakers to influence them to miss the moment when such communication would be possible. Such seems to be one moral that can be drawn from the experience of Rosenhan and his normal associates in mental hospitals in the USA (13). Everything that was said and done by these men was interpreted in terms of the prevailing beliefs about schizophrenia.

The mental patient is often placed in a situation that is similar in important respects to that of the convicted criminal. However, the criminal does at least know why and for how long he has been sentenced. The mental patient in this country has no right to know the diagnosis. The judgement of how much to tell is up to the individual doctor. However, Britain does subscribe to the 1977 Code of Ethics drawn up by the World Psychiatric Association. Article 4 states:

‘The psychiatrist should inform the patient of the nature of the condition, of the proposed diagnostic and therapeutic procedures, including possible alternatives, and of the prognosis. This information must be offered in a considerate way and the patient be given the opportunity to choose between appropriate and available methods’ (14).

The positive function of the diagnosis as far as the patient is concerned is that it can give him or her a conceptual scheme or a way of looking at and making sense of a number of worrying or unusual experiences. It can satisfy his cognitive needs. It gives reassurance that others have suffered in the same way thus reducing the patient’s isolation. In addition, the acceptance of this framework may provide a route out of the particular pain or suffering that is concomitant on this state of mind. Given those negative functions of diagnosis, some of which we have already touched on viz exclusion, dehumanisation, self-confirming hypothesis, discreditation, and punishment (15), it does seem only reasonable to give the patient some elementary lessons in the language of ‘committal’. Another metaphor that comes to mind is that of loss of virginity: the diagnosed person can never regain his previous innocence either in his own mind or in that of others.

Let us assume, momentarily, that there is some justification for the harmful effects of diagnosis, ie that ‘society’ is justified in doing what it thinks is best for people who can be diagnosed legitimately as being mentally ill. The reason that might be given for this action is that the prospective patient is not fully himself or herself. It can be argued that this diminishment of selfhood justifies the nosy psychiatric measures used against the patient. Even assuming this to be true, it can in fact also be argued that just because it is justified to treat someone as in some ways less than a person, so much more is it important (as an antidote) to treat the person as a person when we are also seeing him or her as behaving as less than a person. We do not teach politeness by being rude to rude people.

The suggestion that is central to this paper is that no type of therapeutic alliance can get off the ground unless the person in the dependent role is given access to the language of the would-be helper. This is crucial with respect to the psychiatric initiate. If he or she knows and understands the language access is immediate to books, chat-shows, comparing notes with fellow-sufferers, etc. If the psychiatrist takes the patient sufficiently seriously to share relevant knowledge and discuss things with him or her (and not just with relatives) there is an implication that the diagnosis is being used in the interests of the patient. The more the diagnosis remains the property of the powers-that-be (who also mysteriously expect the patient to know what it is when applications for jobs are being filled in!) the more likely it is that the patient is being treated as an object and not a person. No one can deny that the autonomy of the patient can be seriously impaired at least for a time by illness but the presumption must always be that the intact self is inaccessible rather than destroyed (16).

My argument is that psychiatric diagnosis presents an ethical problem even when it is valid. The chief reason for this is that such diagnosis may have positive consequences for the patient but will also have negative consequences. And these negative consequences are not related to postulated pathological processes but have to do with enshrined social attitudes to mental illness. This is not to deny that undiagnosed mental illness may not bring great evils to the persons concerned. However, diagnosis may bring such evils into its train that the patient may correctly judge that the benefits of the ritual are far outweighed by the disbenefits. It seems only right that the patient should be given the key to the act that has brought about this state of affairs (or other more desirable states of affairs) viz that the patient should normally have the right to know and discuss his or her diagnosis and related information.
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New nursing ethical committee

A new ethics group, The North Wales Nursing Ethical Committee, lists its aims and objectives as:
1) To advise, review and monitor ethical issues in nursing research in North Wales.
2) To advise, review and monitor ethical issues related to nursing and nurses in North Wales.
3) To advise, review and monitor ethical issues related to nursing and the nurse’s role within the wider concept of health-care delivery.
4) To advise and explore ways in which nurses could be supported when faced with ethical dilemmas in health care.

5) To advise, review and monitor the educational input of ethics in nurse educational programmes.
6) To advise, review and monitor the patient’s or client’s role and view when faced with health-care decisions, particularly those related to nursing.
7) To encourage the development and review the resources on the subject of ethics, particularly the updating of a relevant bibliography.
8) To demonstrate to the community in North Wales that nursing has a facility for critically examining ethical issues related to nursing and client health-care.
9) To establish links with other relevant ethical committees, particularly the medical committees in North Wales.
10) To advise the health authorities in North Wales and relevant nursing and midwifery committees on ethical matters relating to nursing and nursing research.